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A B S T R A C T   

Access to medicines treating rare diseases (‘orphan medicines’) has proven challenging due to high prices and 
clinical uncertainty. To optimise market access to these medicines, some healthcare systems are implementing 
specialised pathways and/or processes during marketing authorisation (MA) and/or health technology assess-
ment (HTA). Comparing one setting where these medicines are classed as “orphan” (Scotland) to another where 
they considered “non-orphan” (Canada), this study aims to explore whether the presence of specialised pathways 
and processes at MA and HTA levels is associated with more favourable funding recommendations and faster 
time to market access. A matched sample of 116 medicine-indication pairs with MA approval from 2001 to 2019 
in Europe and Canada was identified, and publicly available sources were used for data extraction. Descriptive 
statistics were used for data analysis. All medicines were commercially marketed in both countries, except one 
instance in Scotland. In Scotland, more orphan medicines (68.1%) had a favourable HTA recommendation than 
in Canada (60.4%), while Canada issued more negative HTA recommendations (20.7%) than Scotland (15.5%). 
Low levels of agreement on HTA recommendations and the main reasons driving recommendations were found 
between settings. In both countries, medicines with specialised MA approval were less likely to receive negative 
HTA recommendations than medicines with standard MA. Time to market access was faster in Canada than 
Scotland, though medicines with specialised MA approval had slower timelines than medicines with standard MA 
approval in both countries. However, it is unclear whether the presence of orphan designation and HTA speci-
alised processes alone could result in favourable funding recommendations without accounting for other 
healthcare system-related factors and differences in the decision-making processes across settings. Holistic ap-
proaches and better alignment of evidentiary requirements across regulators are needed to optimise access to 
orphan medicines.   

1. Background 

Safe and effective medicines contribute to longer, better lives. Pro-
moting access to medicines is, therefore, essential for well-functioning 
and efficient healthcare systems. There are several steps before pa-
tients have access to a new therapy: a product must receive marketing 
authorization (MA), obtain coverage from the healthcare insurance 
(market access), and subsequently reach patients through appropriate 
prescribing and care provisions (patient access). MA is based on a risk- 
benefit assessment of clinical trial data, while health technology 
assessment (HTA) bodies consider clinical and economic evidence, often 
alongside other socioeconomic factors, to decide whether a new medi-
cine offers good value for money (Angelis et al., 2018; Fontrier et al., 
2021). Institutions responsible for making these decisions face particular 
challenges when dealing with medicines used to treat rare diseases 

(‘orphan medicines’). Guaranteeing access to orphan medicines is usu-
ally more complex than for non-orphan medicines, as orphan drugs are 
more challenging to develop because of small populations sizes and 
frequently carry high price tags (Chambers et al., 2020; Simoens, 2011), 
in part due to the institutionalised market exclusivity granted to their 
manufacturers in some settings (Franco, 2013; Picavet et al., 2011; 
Sarpatwari et al., 2018; Simoens, 2011; Tafuri et al., 2022). Recent 
studies have highlighted delays in access and inequalities in several 
high-income countries, owing primarily to high prices and poor 
cost-effectiveness (Chambers et al., 2020; Gammie et al., 2015; Merlini 
et al., 2020; Zamora et al., 2019). 

To ensure market access for treatments that address high unmet 
need, such as orphan medicines, some healthcare systems implement 
specialised pathways and/or processes for MA and/or HTA. These 
pathways exist, first, to mitigate high levels of uncertainty resulting 
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from limited clinical data (due to reasons such as small sample sizes, lack 
of active comparators, reliance on short-term studies and often on sur-
rogate outcomes) and typically high prices, and, second, to reflect so-
cietal values around equity (Clarke et al., 2021; Nicod et al., 2020; 
Simoens, 2011; Vreman et al., 2019). Additionally, an orphan designa-
tion may be given during MA in some settings to encourage manufac-
turers to invest in research and development (Franco, 2013; Sarpatwari 
et al., 2018; Simoens, 2011; Tafuri et al., 2022). 

There is substantial controversy around whether orphan medicines 
should be treated differently than other medicines, as increasing MA 
approvals and funding for these medicines puts pressure on health care 
budgets and means that there is less money available to treat other pa-
tient populations suffering from more common diseases (Chambers 
et al., 2020; Franco, 2013; Gammie et al., 2015; Garau and 
Mestre-Ferrandiz, 2009; Herder, 2017; Kesselheim et al., 2017; Luzzatto 
et al., 2018; McCabe et al., 2005, 2010; Nicod et al., 2020; Nicod and 
Kanavos, 2016; Ward et al., 2022). There is conflicting evidence on 
whether the use of specialised pathways and/or orphan status at MA and 
designated HTA processes contribute to improving market access for 
orphan medicines. Some studies (Arnold et al., 2015; Attwood et al., 
2018; Franco, 2013; Gammie et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2022) suggest that 
the presence of such policies during MA have been successful in ensuring 
more MA approvals for orphan medicines. However, a recent study 
(Lexchin and Moroz, 2020) showed no differences in MA approvals, time 
spent during the regulatory process, and marketing delays for orphan 
medicines between countries which differ in terms of whether they grant 
orphan designation. At HTA level, some studies have found a positive 
correlation between specialised HTA processes for orphan medicines 
and positive HTA recommendations for funding (Chambers et al., 2020; 
Clarke et al., 2021; Dupont and Van Wilder, 2011; Gammie et al., 2015; 
Gutierrez et al., 2015; McCormick et al., 2018). 

No study has examined whether both specialised MA and HTA pol-
icies targeting medicines for high unmet need have a positive impact on 
funding recommendations and time to market access for orphan medi-
cines. Even though the evidence submitted for MA through these spe-
cialised pathways might be sufficient for regulatory agencies to 
authorise these products, the same evidence could be insufficient for 
HTA where decision-makers have different trade-offs to make (Pinil-
la-Dominguez et al., 2020; Vreman et al., 2019; Zamora et al., 2019). 

This paper compares two settings - one of which has clear and well- 
established evaluation processes for orphan medicines during MA and 
HTA (Scotland), and another which has no orphan designation at MA 
and no designated HTA process for orphan medicines (Canada) – to 
study differences in HTA recommendations for funding for medicines 
classed as “orphan” in one setting and “non-orphan” in another. The aim 
is to evaluate whether the presence of orphan designation at MA and 
specialised HTA processes might be associated with a larger percentage 
of favourable funding recommendations and faster time to market ac-
cess. Additionally, in recognition of the fact that many orphan medicines 
are likely to be approved through specialised MA pathways in both 
settings (due to factors such as low quality clinical trial data and unmet 
need), regardless of presence of orphan medicines regulations (Lexchin 
and Moroz, 2020), this study also compares HTA recommendations and 
time to market access between orphan medicines with a MA through a 
specialised pathway and orphan medicines approved through the stan-
dard pathway. 

1.1. Conceptual framework 

This study focuses on market access, rather than patient access, to 
allow for systematic comparisons of market availability and HTA rec-
ommendations for funding. Patient access depends, in part, on other 
system and macro-related factors and could be challenging to quantify, 
especially in the case for orphans where access may be granted on a case- 
by-case basis or through dedicated funds (Gammie et al., 2015; Zamora 
et al., 2019). A conceptual framework showcases the different levels and 

metrics used to assess market access (Fig. 1). 

1.2. Levels 

Medicines undergo several steps to achieve market access. MA is a 
regulatory process which allows for the use of specialised pathways if 
the product is a therapeutic innovation or addresses high unmet need or 
serious and life-threatening conditions for which there is no therapeutic 
alternative. Some countries have also specialised processes for the value 
assessment of orphan medicines to capture the needs of small, vulner-
able populations and account for the unique nature of these medicines 
(Dupont and Van Wilder, 2011; Garau and Mestre-Ferrandiz, 2009; 
Gutierrez et al., 2015; McCormick et al., 2018; Nicod et al., 2020; 
Zamora et al., 2019). Some settings further optimise market access 
through parallel review processes allowing HTA to commence prior to 
MA approval. Coverage is determined after HTA outcomes are issued. 
However whether HTA recommendations translate into funding de-
pends on the HTA system, the role of the HTA body, and whether HTA 
recommendations are legally binding or not, amongst other factors 
(Fontrier et al., 2021). Generally, positive HTA outcomes result in pos-
itive funding decisions. 

1.3. Metrics of market access 

This study uses the following points to observe key trends in time: 
market availability defined as whether a medicine has been commercially 
launched in markets after MA and market access when a positive/ 
restricted HTA recommendation for funding is issued. This definition of 
market access was chosen to partially account for patient access, which 
is more likely to be achieved if medicines are publicly funded. However, 
it recognises that negative HTA recommendations do not necessarily 
translate into no funding, particularly in the case of orphan medicines. 
Time to market access was determined by the time (in months) between 
MA approval to the issue of a positive/restricted HTA recommendation. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Country setting 

Scotland and Canada were selected for their similarities in HTA set- 
up, the cost-effectiveness assessment model employed, and how HTA 
decisions may inform funding decisions. However, there are three 
fundamental differences: (i) the existence of orphan designation at MA 
level, (ii) the presence of dedicated processes for assessment of orphan 
medicines, and (iii) availability of parallel review processes at MA and 
HTA. Table 1 summarises the main features of the two settings. 

2.2. Sample identification 

A matched sample of orphan medicines that were available both in 
Scotland and Canada was identified through four steps. 

First, orphan medicines were identified using both the US Food and 
Drug Agency (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) web-
sites; the FDA served as a proxy for Canada (where no orphan desig-
nation exists). The US FDA and EMA orphan designations were used to 
account for differences in the definition of rare diseases across settings 
(Chambers et al., 2020; Franco, 2013; Lexchin and Moroz, 2020; 
McCabe et al., 2010; Richter et al., 2015). The FDA Orphan Medicine 
Product designation database was used to identify orphan medicines 
approved for use from January 2000 to December 2018, a timeline set to 
include a comprehensive sample of orphan medicines and allow suffi-
cient time for these medicines to undergo MA in both Europe and Can-
ada. First indication(s) at MA approval and extension of indication(s) 
with orphan destination, if applicable, were included in the sample. The 
FDA was the starting point for sample selection as it tends to have more 
MA approvals than the EMA (Downing et al., 2017), and includes 
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products which had orphan designation at the time of their MA, 
generally providing a broader sample. 

Second, EMA-approved medicines with the same therapeutic indi-
cation (henceforth referred to as medicine-indication pairs) were iden-
tified through the European public assessment reports database and 
additional searches in the EMA website and were matched with the 
orphan medicine-indication pairs from the FDA. FDA medicine- 
indication pairs which never had an orphan designation from the EMA 
were excluded. Medicine-indication pairs with a withdrawn orphan 
designation by the EMA or which were later withdrawn from the EU 
market were included in the sample, in case they had undergone HTA 
assessment under the orphan/ultra-orphan equivalent process of the 
Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC). Inclusion of these medicine- 
indication pairs did not have an impact on the study’s analysis which 
looked at the funding recommendations at the time where the products 
had an orphan status and were available within markets. 

Third, the matched medicine-indication pairs by the EMA and the 
FDA were reviewed for MA by Health Canada. Medicine-indication pairs 
which were not approved by Health Canada or orphan medicines with a 
different approved indication in Canada were excluded from the sample. 
Again, medicine-indication pairs where the product was later with-
drawn from the Canadian market but had undergone HTA assessment by 
the Canadian Agency for Medicines and Technologies in Health 
[CADTH] (including the Common Drug Review [CDR] or the pan- 
Canadian Oncology Medicine Review [pCODR]) were included in the 
sample. 

Finally, the medicine-indication pairs which were not assessed or for 
which there was no HTA dossier submission by the manufacturer in both 
Scotland and Canada were excluded. Medicine-indication pairs which 
were assessed at least by one of the two agencies were included in the 
final sample. All HTA assessments performed up until December 2019 
were included. 

2.3. Data sources and extraction 

Relevant information was extracted from publicly available sources. 
For MA endpoints, data were extracted from the EMA website and 
Health Canada’s notice of compliance database. For market availability, 
information for commercially marketed products was extracted through 
the Drug Product Database of Health Canada and the SMC website. An 
additional search was carried through the British National Formulary 
(BNF), under the assumption that the formulary contains medicines 
which have been commercially marketed in the United Kingdom (UK) 
since they have been funded through the National Health Service (NHS). 
For HTA endpoints, information was collected through HTA reports 
published on the websites of the HTA agencies in Scotland (SMC) and 
Canada (CADTH). Endpoints of interest were grouped and categorised as 
follows: 

MA dates: The MA dates of the matched medicine-indication pairs 
were recorded for the first indication and the extension of indication, 
when applicable. 

Specialised pathways at MA: The presence of specialised regulatory 
pathways was recorded at the time of MA of the relevant indication. 
Orphan medicines were categorised into those which received MA 
through standard approval pathways and those which received MA 
through specialised pathways including (i) conditional MA, and (ii) 
accelerated assessment/priority review. Appendix 1 outlines all the 
available MA specialised pathways in Europe and Canada. 

HTA dates: The dates of the latest HTA recommendations were 
recorded, in case of re-submission. However, for medicines with a pre-
vious assessment which had resulted in a favourable recommendation, 
the date of the first positive/restricted recommendation was recorded, 
when available. 

HTA recommendations: HTA outcomes were collected for the most 
recent assessment (including re-submissions). HTA outcomes were 
grouped into four main categories: positive; positive with restrictions; 

Fig. 1. Analytical framework of access to medicines for rare diseases. 
Sources: The Author. 
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negative; not assessed. In case of non-submission by the manufacturer, 
medicines in both settings have an unfavourable HTA recommendation. 

HTA restrictions: Listed with restrictions outcomes were recorded for 
clinical and economic restrictions. Clinical restrictions included limited 
access to specific populations, restrict monitoring or prescription only to 
specialists, restrict medicine administration, or suggestions on when 
treatment should be initiated, continued and/or discontinued. Economic 
restrictions included funding mechanisms such as patient access 
schemes (PAS) (applicable only in Scotland), reductions in price of the 
medicine, and reimbursement in some jurisdictions only (applicable to a 
few cases in Canada). 

Main reasons for recommendation: The main reasons for recom-
mendation were recorded and categorised into four options: clinical 

achievement in terms of significant improvement in the clinical benefit; 
optimal cost-effectiveness; achievement of both (clinical and cost- 
effectiveness); failure to achieve both clinical and cost-effectiveness. 
Medicines with no dossier submission and those not assessed by the 
HTA agency were excluded from analysis on this endpoint. 

Parallel review: Medicines where HTA started prior to MA in Canada 
were noted to examine whether time from MA to favourable HTA 
recommendation was faster. 

2.4. Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics were used to establish key trends across the two 
settings. Chi-square and Fisher’s exact test were used to identify statis-
tically significance (p-value ≤0.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant). Kappa scores were calculated to examine agreement for HTA 
recommendations and main reasons for recommendation issued in 
Scotland and Canada. Results were interpreted using the benchmark 
scale suggested by Landis and Koch (1977) (Landis and Koch, 1977). 
Level of concordance between the two settings was measured by looking 
at the proportion of HTA assessments with identical decisions and rea-
sons for recommendation, as done in a previous study (McCormick et al., 
2018). 

Kaplan-Meier curves were used to estimate time to market access in 
both countries across the entire sample and for subsamples of orphan 
medicines which were granted MA through a specialised pathway and 
those who underwent standard MA. A subgroup analysis was performed 
for Canada for medicines with pre-MA submissions (parallel review) and 
medicines which underwent standard HTA. The Mann-Whitney U test 
was used to assess the equality of distributions for Scotland and Canada 
and Welch’s t-test was used to test the statistical significance of mean 
times. 

The data were analysed using Stata version 16. 

3. Results 

3.1. Sample of orphan medicines 

Fig. 2 outlines the results of the sample selection process. 116 orphan 
medicines-indication pairs approved by FDA, EMA and Health Canada 
and assessed by SMC and/or CADTH before December 2019 were 
included in the final sample. A full list of the sample is provided in 
Appendix 2. 

In Scotland, 38.8% of included medicines received MA through a 
specialised pathway. In Canada, 61.2% of the medicines had been 
granted MA through a specialised pathway, with 42.3% through accel-
erated assessment/priority review. 21.7% of the medicines in Scotland 
and 11.7% in Canada had a dossier re-submission. Table 2 provides 
statistics about the sample. 

3.2. Market availability 

All the included medicine-indications pairs (n = 116) were 
commercially marketed in Canada after MA. In Scotland, out of 97 
medicine-indication pairs assessed by SMC, information on market 
availability was not available for eight. Searching through the BNF, four 
medicine indication pairs were not listed (out of the 116), including one 
that was also identified with no information on market availability 
through the SMC search. Therefore, combining the SMC and BNF 
searches, only one drug-indication pair was identified with no clear 
information on marketing status after MA. 

3.3. HTA recommendations for funding 

Differences in HTA recommendations, the main reasons for recom-
mendation and, when applicable, the type of restrictions showed sta-
tistical significance according to chi-square and Fisher’s exact test (see 

Table 1 
Key characteristics of MA and HTA in Canada and Scotland.   

Scotland Canada 

Marketing Authorisation 
MA agency European Medicines 

Agency (EMA)a 
Health Canada 

Orphan designation Yes No 
Specialised regulatory 

pathways for MA 
Yes Yes 

Health Technology Assessment 
HTA body Scottish Medicines 

Consortium (SMC) 
Canadian Agency for 
Medicines and 
Technologies in Health 
(CADTH) (including the 
Common Drug Review 
(CDR) and the pan- 
Canadian Oncology 
Medicine Review 
(pCODR))b 

Geographical coverage of 
the HTA body 

National National 

Role of HTA on 
reimbursement 
decisionsc 

Advisory Advisory 

Type of HTA 
recommendationd 

Non-binding Non-binding 

HTA model Comparative clinical 
benefit and cost- 
effectiveness model 

Comparative clinical 
benefit and cost- 
effectiveness model 

Designated assessment 
frameworks for orphan 
medicines 

⁃ Orphan designation  
⁃ Pricing agreements: 
Patient Access 
Scheme 
⁃ Patient and Clinician 
Engagement (PACE) 
group process 
⁃ SMC modifiers 

No 

Parallel review of MA and 
HTA evaluation 

No Yes 

Notes. 
a Until December 2020 following Brexit. 
b CADTH makes federal reimbursement recommendations to provinces, hav-

ing set up two different committees (and a subcommittee for plasma protein 
products) that are responsible for the evaluation of medicines depending on the 
disease area (oncology and non-oncology medicines). These two committees 
follow two different and independent review processes: The Canadian Drug 
Expert Committee (CDEC) is evaluating medicines that are non-oncology med-
icines and follow the Common Drug Review (CDR); whereas the pan-Canadian 
Oncology Drug Review Expert committee (pERC) evaluates oncology medi-
cines though the pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR). HTA recom-
mendations for both pCODR and CDR are published by CADTH (CADTH, 2022). 

c HTA agencies that act as advisors make reimbursement or pricing recom-
mendations to the national or regional government, a ministerial department or 
a self-governing body. 

d HTA recommendations can either be binding or non-binding for the final 
funding decision. When the HTA recommendation is non-binding, a negative 
recommendation is not necessarily translated into a negative coverage decision 
(Fontrier et al., 2021). 
Source: The Author. 
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Appendix 3).  

(i) HTA outcomes and level of agreement between Scotland and 
Canada 

Positive HTA recommendations: Scotland had more positive HTA 
recommendations than Canada (10.4% vs. 2.6%, respectively). How-
ever, the proportion of positive recommendations was low in both set-
tings. In Scotland, half of positive HTA recommendations were made 
when medicines were proven to be both clinically and cost-effective, 
similar to all positive recommendations in Canada. The other half of 
positive recommendations in Scotland were made based on proven 
clinical benefit only, without being cost-effective. 

Positive with restrictions HTA recommendations: More than half of 
orphan medicines had restricted recommendations in both Canada and 
Scotland (57.8%). In Canada, the majority of medicines with a restricted 
HTA recommendation (80.6%) had both clinical and economic re-
strictions for reimbursement. In Scotland, economic restrictions (46.3%) 
were more prevalent than only clinical restrictions (22.4%) or both 
clinical and economic restrictions (31.4%). While in Canada, most of the 
clinical restrictions imposed multiple conditions, 77.8% of the re-
strictions in Scotland limited the use of these medicines in certain pa-
tient populations. All the economic restrictions in Scotland suggest 
funding these medicines through PAS, a type of pricing agreement be-
tween manufacturers and payers. In Canada, the most common type of 
economic restrictions were requests for price reductions to improve cost- 
effectiveness (86.7%). Most medicines with restricted recommendations 
(83.6%) in Canada only proved a significant clinical benefit, similar to 
Scotland (86.2%). 

Negative HTA recommendations: CADTH issued more negative HTA 

recommendations (20.7%) than SMC (15.5%). In Canada, the main 
reasons for a negative recommendation were because CADTH was not 
able to conclude the medicine was both clinically and cost-effective 
(91.7%). In Scotland, the majority of negative HTA recommendations 
(72.2%) were made even when medicines were proven to be clinically 
effective. Only 27.8% of the medicines with negative recommendations 
in Scotland were neither clinically nor cost-effective. 

Level of agreement on HTA recommendations and main reasons for 
recommendation: The Kappa score analysis suggested that there was 
only fair agreement on HTA recommendations (kappa = 0.33, p <
0.001), on whether the orphan medicines undergoing assessment had 
achieved a clinical benefit (kappa = 0.29, p = 0.003) and whether the 
medicines assessed were cost-effective (kappa = 0.29, p = 0.003). 
However, no agreement (kappa = − 0.02, p = 0.581) was observed when 
looking at whether additional dimensions of value, such as other so-
cioeconomic criteria, were considered for the recommendation. 

The degree of concordance in Scotland and Canada was 66.2% for 
HTA recommendations, 70.8% on whether the clinical benefit was 
achieved, 87.7% on whether the medicine was cost-effective and 43.8% 
for consideration of other socioeconomic criteria when decisions are 
being made. 

(ii) HTA recommendations and HTA restrictions for orphan medi-
cines with MA through specialised pathways versus orphan 
medicines with standard MA 

Differences in the HTA recommendations and types of restrictions for 
orphan medicines which were granted MA through specialised pathways 
across the two settings did not show statistical significance. In Scotland, 
more positive recommendations without restrictions were observed for 

Note:

n=572

n=472

n=189

n=149

n=116

n=100

n=283*

n=33

n=40

Fig. 2. Flow chart of sample selection.  
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medicines which underwent standard MA compared to those with MA 
through a specialised pathway (standard approval: 12.7% vs. specialised 
approval: 6.7%), whilst in Canada the opposite was observed (standard 
approval: 2.2% vs. specialised approval: 2.8%). Medicines approved 
through specialised MA pathway were more likely to have a favourable 
recommendation with restrictions than those undergoing standard MA 
in Canada (standard approval: 54.9% vs. specialised approval: 62.2%), 
whilst in Scotland the exact opposite was observed (standard approval: 
62.2% vs. specialised approval: 54.9%). Both clinical and economic 
restrictions were more likely to be recommended in Canada for medi-
cines with standard MA than medicines with specialised MA (standard: 
82.2% vs. specialised approval: 79.5%). In Scotland the type of re-
strictions for medicines undergoing MA through specialised pathways 
were broadly similar to the types of restrictions applied to medicines 
with standard approval (clinical restrictions only: 25.0% vs. 20.5%; 
economic restrictions only: 42.9% vs. 48.7%; both clinical and economic 
restrictions: 32.2% vs. 30.8%, respectively). Negative recommendations 
for medicines approved through specialised pathways were less in both 
settings compared to medicines approved through standard MA. How-
ever, in Scotland negative HTA recommendations for medicines with 
standard approval (21.1%) were significantly higher than for medicines 
approved through specialised pathways (6.7%). In Canada, differences 
in negative HTA recommendations between medicines with standard vs. 
specialised approval were smaller (standard approval: 24.5% vs. speci-
alised approval: 18.3%). 

3.4. Time to access 

68.1% of medicines in Scotland and 60.4% in Canada had a positive/ 
restricted HTA recommendation (see Table 2). The results for the time to 
market access analysis are summarised in Table 3.  

(i) Time from MA to positive/restricted HTA recommendations 

Fig. 3 (panel A) shows the months elapsed from a MA approval to a 
positive/restricted HTA recommendation. Canada (median: 8 months; 
mean: 10.5 months) showed considerably faster access compared to 
Scotland (median: 13 months; mean: 19 months). 

Parallel review: In Canada, access to orphan medicines for which 
HTA assessment started prior to MA approval was much faster than 
those which were assessed after MA was granted (Fig. 3 [panel B]).  

(ii) Time from MA to positive/restricted HTA recommendations 
depending on the presence of MA specialised pathways 

Fig. 3 (panel C) shows that within both countries time to access was 
faster for medicines which underwent standard approval than those 
which granted MA through specialised pathways. 

4. Discussion 

Scotland, where orphan designation and specialised HTA processes 
for orphan medicines exist, showed slightly more positive/restricted and 
fewer negative HTA recommendations than Canada, where these pro-
cesses are not implemented. However, in both settings proportion of 
positive HTA recommendations with no restrictions was very low. In 
Canada, orphan medicines were more likely to be approved through a 
specialised MA pathway than Scotland despite lack of an orphan 
designation. In both settings, medicines which received MA through 
specialised pathways were less likely to receive an unfavourable funding 
recommendation than medicines with standard MA. Across all time to 
market access analyses, Scotland had slower time to access than Canada. 

Nevertheless, conclusions on whether the presence of specialised 
pathways for orphan medicines results in better market access cannot be 
drawn based only on the data used in this study. Differences in the 
decision-making process and value assessment methods employed in the 
two settings (highlighted from the low levels of agreement seen in this 
study), as well as other system related factors might further impact 
patient use and market uptake of orphan medicines. 

4.1. Market availability 

All medicine-indication pairs were commercially marketed in both 
settings, except for one instance in Scotland. Thus, the presence of 
orphan designation at MA did not seem to have an impact on the com-
mercial availability of orphan medicines. 

Table 2 
Orphan indication-pair sample characteristics.   

Canada Scotland 

Entire sample (N = 116) 

N % n % 

Conditional MAa 26 22.4% 32 27.6% 
p = 0.363 
Accelerated MA b 49 42.3% 15 12.9% 
p < 0.001 
MA through specialised pathways c 71 61.2% 45 38.8% 
p < 0.001 
MA through standard pathway 45 38.8% 71 61.2% 
p < 0.001 
Orphans with positive/restrictive HTA 

outcomes 
70 60.4% 79 68.1% 

p = 0.270 
Medicines assessed by HTA N ¼ 94, 

81.0% 
N ¼ 97, 
83.6% 

p = 0.606 
HTA re-submission 11 11.7% 21 21.7% 
p = 0.095 
Parallel review submission 32 34.4% N/A 
p < 0.001 

Notes. 
4 N/A: Not applicable. 

a Includes both conditional MA and MA under exceptional circumstances from 
the EMA. In Canada, this relates to conditional notice of compliance (NOC/c) by 
Health Canada. 

b Includes both MA with accelerated assessment and PRIME at the EMA and 
priority review in Health Canada. From the study sample, only one medicine in 
Europe underwent MA through PRIME. 

c Includes both conditional and accelerated MAs. Seven medicines (three in 
Europe and four in Canada) have been both granted conditional MA and un-
derwent an accelerated assessment review. Therefore, the sum of conditional 
and accelerated MA does not match to the total number of medicines with MA 
through specialised pathways. 

Table 3 
Time to market access in months from MA to positive/restricted recommenda-
tions in Canada and Scotland.   

Minimum Maximum Median Mean 

All sample 
Canada 5 19 8 10.5 
Scotland 7 28 13 19   

p = 0.024  p = 0.002 
Medicines in Canada only undergoing parallel review vs. standard HTA 
Pre-MA HTA submission 3 6 4 5.1 
Standard HTA submission 8 22 14 13.3   

p < 0.001  p < 
0.001 

Medicines with standard MA Vs. medicines with MA through specialised 
pathways 

Canada: Standard approval 4 21 8 10 
Canada: Specialised MA 

pathway 
6 17 9 10.9   

p = 0.632  p = 0.675 
Scotland: Standard approval 6 25 12 16.9 
Scotland: Specialised MA 

pathway 
7 33 14 22.1   

p = 0.329  p = 0.394  
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4.2. HTA recommendations for funding 

Percentages of positive recommendations without restrictions were 
low in both countries, which could have further implications for market, 
and ultimately patient access. In Scotland, orphan medicines had less 
negative recommendations for funding compared to Canada. Funding 
recommendations for orphan medicines in Scotland were more likely to 
be accompanied by economic restrictions only, whereas in Canada 
funding recommendations were often subject to both clinical and 

economic restrictions, potentially limiting patient access to a greater 
extent. Clinical and economic restrictions are predominately suggested 
by HTA agencies to mitigate affordability concerns regarding efficient 
allocation of finite healthcare recourses. In fact, positive recommenda-
tions with restrictions were most often issued in both countries due to 
failure in proving cost-effectiveness. Thus, the high presence of eco-
nomic restrictions in the form of price reductions (Canada: 86.7%) or 
funding mechanisms (Scotland: 100%) was expected due to the associ-
ated high costs of orphan medicines. 

Fig. 3. Kaplan–Meier curves for time to market access.  
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Negative recommendations for funding in Scotland were made even 
when medicines were proven to be clinically effective (n = 13). Inter-
estingly, of these 13 medicines, eight underwent assessment through the 
Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) process, which reflects on 
opinions of clinicians, patients, and patient organisations before a final 
HTA recommendation is issued (Scottish Medicines Consortium, 2021). 
For these eight medicines, manufacturers failed to justify their cost in 
relation to health benefits. In six of these cases, PAS were proposed by 
the companies which may imply that the suggested discounted prices 
were not low enough to justify the high cost per quality-adjusted life 
years (QALY). 

Negative recommendations in Canada were most often made when 
CADTH was not able to conclude that the medicine was both clinically- 
and cost-effective. This is contradictory to recent studies, which 
concluded that the main reason for a negative HTA recommendation in 
Canada was lack of observed clinical benefit (Janoudi et al., 2016; 
McCormick et al., 2018). 

The low levels of agreement between the two countries on HTA 
recommendations and the main reasons for final recommendations may 
suggest discrepancies in the way clinical benefit and cost-effectiveness 
are assessed, and whether other value dimensions, such as unmet 
need, and burden of disease among others, have an impact on the final 
recommendation. In fact, the level of concordance/identical outcomes 
between the two settings on whether other value dimensions had a 
positive impact on the final recommendation was low (43.8%) and 
might reflect the absence of a specialised assessment process for orphan 
medicines in Canada. The results of this study are in alignment with 
findings of a previous study which showed that the level of agreement in 
HTA recommendations between Canada and other settings, including 
Scotland, was low (McCormick et al., 2018). 

4.3. Market access 

Market access was measured through positive/restricted HTA rec-
ommendations. While evidence from Canada shows that there is not 
always alignment between CADTH recommendations and provincial 
reimbursement decisions (Allen et al., 2016) and medicines with nega-
tive HTA recommendations can still be found reimbursed in provinces 
(Liden et al., 2014; McCormick et al., 2018), recommendations can 
generally be considered “equally impactful as binding” in both settings 
as national/regional healthcare systems will provide funding to medi-
cines with favourable HTA recommendations (Fontrier et al., 2021; 
Liden et al., 2014; Scottish Medicines Consortium, 2021). 

Scotland (68.1%) showed slightly better market access to orphan 
medicines than Canada (60.4%). This could be in part, because certain 
processes in Scotland are implemented to account for high clinical un-
certainty, such as SMC accepting more uncertainty in the economic case 
analysis or a higher cost per QALY for orphan medicines by applying 
modifiers which account for additional value dimensions such as 
whether the medicine treats a life-threatening disease or substantially 
improves patients’ quality of life (Scottish Medicines Consortium, 
2012), a practice not seen in Canada. Another example is the explicit 
patient and clinician consultation through the PACE process (Scottish 
Medicines Consortium, 2021; Nicod et al., 2020). PACE was introduced 
in response to criticism from key stakeholders as a high proportion of 
medicines treating end-of-life and rare diseases were receiving unfav-
ourable HTA recommendations based only on cost-effectiveness criteria. 
Since its introduction in 2014, favourable HTA recommendations for 
orphan medicines have increased (Montgomery, 2016). The current 
study provides further evidence in support of this finding: after intro-
duction of the PACE process, positive HTA recommendations increased 
from 74.2% to 84.4%, while negative recommendations decreased from 
25.8% to 15.6%. HTA recommendations of almost 91% orphan 
medicine-indications pairs assessed by SMC after 2014 considered the 
views expressed during the PACE meeting. Stakeholder consultation is 
part of assessments in Canada, but the type of participant may differ 

across health technologies or assessments, thus the potential impact to 
the final recommendation is hard to be established. 

The larger number of dossier re-submissions in Scotland than in 
Canada could also contribute to slightly better market access in Scot-
land, as submission of new and/or additional information could be likely 
to change previously negative HTA outcomes (Vreman et al., 2020). 

Finally, favourable HTA recommendations may be more prevalent in 
Scotland than Canada because of price negotiations through PAS during 
HTA process. Companies can suggest a discount from the NHS list price 
or submit new or revised PAS to SMC for previously negative HTA rec-
ommendations to improve the cost-effectiveness of medicines (National 
Services Scotland, 2020). On the contrary, negotiations or managed 
entry agreements take place at provincial level in Canada, after national 
HTA recommendations are issued (Allen et al., 2016). Thus, more 
negative recommendations in Canada could be expected based on 
potentially high prices and poor cost-effectiveness associated with 
orphan medicines which are not mitigated during the HTA process. 

Similar to these findings, another study also concluded that a causal 
relationship between the presence of special HTA criteria for orphans 
and positive/restricted HTA recommendations cannot be established 
(Kawalec et al., 2016). However, other evidence showed no difference 
between positive/restricted HTA recommendations in Canada and 
Scotland (McCormick et al., 2018). 

As a final note, access to medicines cannot only be determined by 
looking at commercial market availability and HTA recommendations: 
evidence showcased a high rate of reimbursement in Europe for ultra- 
orphan medicines which had not undergone an HTA assessment 
(Kawalec et al., 2016). Thus, the access metrics used in this study can 
only signal whether the medicine is available within markets and 
potentially publicly funded. 

4.4. Time to market access 

Canada has shorter time periods between receiving MA to a positive/ 
restricted HTA recommendation than Scotland across both the entire 
sample and the subsection of medicines which underwent MA through 
specialised pathways. This might be explained by additional steps in the 
Scottish assessment process, such as the PACE and consideration of PAS 
and/or the implementation of parallel review in Canada aiming to tackle 
delays occurring when MA and HTA assessments take place 
consecutively. 

Beyond the remit of this study, further delays to time to access are 
expected after issue of HTA recommendations such as time for pricing 
and reimbursement negotiations between national and/or provincial 
payers with manufacturers. A recent study (Ward et al., 2022) showed 
that, in Canada federal pricing negotiations have been shown to add a 
median of 9.9 months after CADTH recommendations, with another 1.2 
months for provincial funding (Ward et al., 2022). Usually, commercial 
market availability occurs earlier than publication of HTA recommen-
dations and delays in time to access are not often due to this (see Ap-
pendix 4 for additional results on time to market access). 

4.5. Specialised pathways for MA beyond orphan designation 

Since orphan medicines are likely to be approved through specialised 
pathways at MA, this study explored whether market access to orphan 
medicines is delayed at the HTA stage due to discrepancies in the remits 
of and the factors driving decision-making in MA and HTA stages. Until 
recently with the introduction of interim acceptance in Scotland (Scot-
tish Medicines Consortium, 2018), there were no specific dedicated 
processes for the evaluation of medicines granted MA through speci-
alised pathways in either setting which allowed comparisons of HTA 
recommendations with medicines granted standard MA. No interim 
acceptance was recorded in Scotland for this study’s sample. 

More than half of the sample was granted MA through specialised 
pathways in Canada while less than half of the sample received MA 
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through specialised pathways in Europe. Interestingly, even in the 
absence of an orphan designation in Canada, orphan medicines were 
more likely to be approved through specialised pathways than Scotland. 
In both Scotland and Canada, medicines with MA through specialised 
pathways were less likely to receive a negative HTA recommendation. In 
Canada, those medicines were almost equally likely to receive a positive 
HTA recommendation (without restrictions) than those with standard 
approval. The oppositive was observed in Scotland, where more unre-
stricted favourable recommendations were recorded for medicines with 
standard MA. However, the difference between the percentage of 
negative recommendations for medicines with standard approval vs. 
those with specialised approval was considerably larger in Scotland than 
in Canada, potentially suggesting that access to medicines with MA 
through a specialised pathway is not halted at HTA level when speci-
alised HTA processes are in place. 

These findings are contradictory to previous studies considering ac-
cess to non-orphan medicines undergoing MA through specialised 
pathways. One study found half of HTA recommendations for condi-
tionally approved medicines were negative (Vreman et al., 2019). 
Another study reported that there was no difference in positive recom-
mendations for medicines with conditional MA and medicines with 
standard MA (Lipska et al., 2015). A study focusing on the English HTA 
body showcased that the proportion of positive recommendations for 
medicines undergoing MA through specialised pathways was similar to 
overall recommendations of the technology appraisals program (Pinil-
la-Dominguez et al., 2020). 

In the time to market access analysis, orphan medicines with MA 
through specialised pathways took more time to market access 
compared to medicines undergoing standard approval in both countries. 
Evidence on non-orphan medicines concluded similarly that expedited 
assessments for MA did not lead to earlier access because of later 
unfavourable funding recommendations (Vreman et al., 2019). A 
possible reason for this finding could be that HTA agencies might be 
unprepared to assess medicines which are approved through conditional 
MA. However, Scotland had slower time to market access than Canada 
despite the implementation of a specialised assessment framework for 
orphan medicines which may lead to the suggestion that SMC should 
actually be more prepared to assess medicines with high clinical un-
certainty. However, in both countries, HTA processes might take more 
time regardless of the implementation of a specialised assessment 
framework to mitigate higher levels of uncertainty. In addition, as 
42.3% of the sampled orphans undergoing accelerated assessment were 
in Canada, it is apparent that Health Canada is making considerable 
efforts to accelerate MA assessments to allow the HTA process to 
commence as quickly as possible. However, this was not reflected in the 
time analysis where medicines with standard MA showed faster time-
lines in comparison to medicines with MA through specialised pathways. 
In an additional time to market access analyses in Appendix 4, when the 
date of manufacturer’s submission for MA to the regulatory body was 
used (instead of MA date), orphan medicines with a specialised MA 
showed faster timelines compared to those with standard MA in both 
settings. 

4.6. Policy implications 

Whether specialised assessment processes and orphan designation 
status can ensure better and faster access to orphan medicines is still 
unclear. 

On one hand, the presence of processes and policies targeting orphan 
medicines might emphasize affordability issues. Even though these 
processes may be considered critical in motivating manufacturers to 
invest in research and development, they may contribute to why orphan 
medicines are now amongst the most expensive and profitable medi-
cines worldwide (Herder, 2017; Hollis, 2019). The policy environment 
for rare diseases in some countries has given leeway to manufacturers of 
orphan medicines to make considerable profit, as they are able to 

exercise monopolistic power to request and retain high price tags while 
testing the flexibility of healthcare systems in accepting higher costs per 
QALY (Gammie et al., 2015; Godman et al., 2018; Herder, 2017; Hollis, 
2019; Hughes-Wilson et al., 2012; Kesselheim et al., 2017; Luzzatto 
et al., 2018; Ollendorf et al., 2018; Simoens et al., 2013). For example, 
despite the positive impact of the Scottish PACE process, concerns 
remained as to whether it might reduce manufacturers’ incentives to 
lower prices, and further weakened the negotiation position of the 
Scottisch NHS (Montgomery, 2016; Morrell et al., 2017; Nicod et al., 
2020). Even though manufacturers take risks in investing in the devel-
opment of orphan medicines, the prices charged may not be always 
based on the actual cost of their production or development but on a 
profit-maximizing price (Hollis, 2019). Affordability concerns are not 
limited to price: policies for rare diseases have also been criticized for 
taking up finite resources of healthcare systems that could have been 
redirected to other diseases (Gammie et al., 2015; Herder, 2017; 
Hughes-Wilson et al., 2012; Kesselheim et al., 2017; Simoens et al., 
2013). For instance, the Dutch Healthcare Insurance Board made tough 
decisions regarding the reimbursement of enzyme replacement therapy 
for Fabry and Pompe diseases in 2012, as favourable funding decisions 
would have resulted in limited resources not being available for the 
funding of other, more cost-effective, medicines (Simoens et al., 2013). 

On the other hand, dedicated assessment processes for orphan 
medicines ensure that the patient’s voice is considered during the 
assessment process (Montgomery, 2016), or even during drug develop-
ment such as in the case of ivacaftor where trials were conducted with 
the help of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (Luzzatto et al., 2018). This 
may be particularly important for rare diseases: as the number of pa-
tients with these diseases is smaller, the resources available to, and 
power of, patient organisations for rare diseases to influence a negative 
HTA recommendation may be limited in the absence of dedicated pro-
cesses (Mikami and Sturdy, 2017). Additionally, specialised assessment 
processes increase the readiness of HTA agencies to handle submissions 
where high uncertainty due to limited clinical evidence exists (Nicod 
et al., 2020). This is illustrated by the Scottish HTA recommendations, as 
positive restrictions were mainly limited to funding mechanisms. 

Different ways forward can be pursued to find the right balance 
between the aforesaid points, accounting for sustainability of healthcare 
systems and a public health desire to drive prices of orphan medicines 
down, and continuing to incentivise manufacturers to develop these 
medicines. Introduction of competitive pricing negotiations (i.e.: 
potentially through pricing schemes or specialised funds) as part of the 
value assessment process, could be considered to aid in the mitigation of 
cost-effectiveness concerns during the HTA process. For instance, since 
the implementation of the new Cancer Drugs Fund (CDF) in England, in 
2016, all oncology medicines undergo HTA assessment. In cases where 
high clinical uncertainty is established, oncology medicines can be 
recommended for use within the CDF by the English HTA body to avoid 
long delays until more evidence is gathered (National Healthcare Sys-
tem, 2016; National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 2021). Use 
of multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) tools could also be 
considered in HTA to account for the unique nature of orphan medi-
cines, diverging views of key stakeholders, other value criteria along 
with clinical benefit and cost-effectiveness, and the quality of the sub-
mitted evidence, as seen in the Netherlands and the UK (Blonda et al., 
2021; Godman et al., 2018, 2021). In addition, new value assessment 
systems could inform both pricing and funding of orphan medicines 
based on pre-defined evaluation criteria including, amongst others, the 
level of research undertaken by the developer including manufacturing 
complexity, and follow-up measures required by regulatory or other 
authorities (Hughes-Wilson et al., 2012). Alternatively, a value-based 
pricing policy based on HTA recommendations could be used for pric-
ing of orphan medicines to link prices to added clinical benefit and 
cost-effectiveness (Godman et al., 2018). Another possibility could be 
for medicines with conditional MA to become available through 
compassionate use schemes, similar to the temporary authorisation 
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programme (ATU) in France, though this solution should apply to 
products with MA, and not just pre-MA medicines as is the case in the 
ATU (Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS), 2021; Jacquet et al., 2021). 
Furthermore, requirements for additional data collection should be 
aligned between MA and HTA bodies to reduce further complexity, such 
as seen in the new SMC interim acceptance decision option (Scottish 
Medicines Consortium, 2018). In addition, use of performance-based 
managed entry agreements which rely on real-world evidence can be 
explored to optimise access to medicines with uncertain clinical evi-
dence (Facey et al., 2021; Godman et al., 2021). 

Yet, these suggestions are not the panacea to access challenges 
observed in the case of orphan medicines. Introduction and use of pro-
grammes such as the ones mentioned above and other regulatory and 
value assessment policies targeting orphan medicines should be thor-
oughly assessed before their introduction and during their imple-
mentation. Specialised processes for orphan medicines should be 
accompanied by strict and transparent guidelines regarding the safety, 
clinical effectiveness, pricing of eligible medicines, and appropriate 
mechanisms to prevent potentially catastrophic costs should be in place. 
Implementation of processes should also reflect on lessons learned from 
existing programmes. For instance, the French ATU scheme was recently 
reformed after criticism for possible interference and delays of formal 
pricing and reimbursement decisions after MA, and allowing manufac-
turers to set high initial prices due to its free pricing period coupled with 
purchasers’ low price sensitivity (Degrassat-Théas et al., 2013; Jacquet 
et al., 2021; Martinalbo et al., 2016). Similarly, the old English CDF was 
heavily criticised due to a lack of transparency on how the fund oper-
ates, miscalculations of true costs of funding unapproved cancer drugs, 
high levels of usage of cancer medicines undermining care for other 
diseases, and diversion from funding recommendations by the English 
HTA body (Lancet, 2010). 

Important concluding messages are that (i) efforts focusing on access 
should take both patient and market access into account; (ii) increased 
transparency is needed on research and development costs and pricing 
of orphan medicines; (iii) better collaboration between key stakeholders 
can help in achieving better and timely access to orphan treatments, 
and; (iv) targeted efforts at different stages in the access pathway should 
be aligned to achieve their aims jointly. Where there are discrepancies, 
such as in varying clinical evidentiary requirements at MA and HTA 
levels, the presence of specialised pathways for MA cannot ensure better 
and faster access to medicines with poor clinical evidence within 
countries. Where the remits of MA processes and HTA agencies are 
different, intermediate processes or collaborative efforts could be 
established or strengthened. 

4.7. Study limitations 

First, Canada and Scotland differ in country size, population, and 
gross domestic product, as well as their willingness-to-pay thresholds 
per QALY and where funding decisions are made (i.e.: in Canada, 
funding of medicines is the competence of provincial jurisdictions), 
among other factors which can impact access to orphan medicines. 
However, these settings serve as good examples to explore whether 
differences in how medicines for rare diseases are treated at MA and 
HTA levels are highlighted in funding recommendations and time to 
market access, given their similarities in the role of, and assessment 
model followed by the HTA body. Second, positive/restricted HTA 
recommendations can only be used as an approximation of market ac-
cess. Manufacturers can still decide not to market a product despite a 
favourable HTA recommendation and other system related factors might 
impact funding decisions. Third, the time to market access analyses 
measure the time from MA to favourable HTA recommendations. 
However, any further delays after HTA that might occur during subse-
quent pricing and reimbursement negotiations, or market launch are not 
captured. Fourth, the FDA was used as a surrogate for Canada for the 
sample selection as there is no orphan designation in Canada at MA 

level. However, there is an established collaboration and exchange of 
information between the FDA and Health Canada (Federal Register, 
2003). Fifth, the methodology used for the sample identification was 
used to ensure a wider range of products were included from the outset, 
though all possible sampling strategies will have had an impact on the 
number and products included in the sample. Sixth, data on previous 
submissions for medicines with re-submission in Scotland were not al-
ways available, limiting our data on whether a positive/restricted HTA 
recommendation had been issued previously. Instead, the HTA dates of 
the latest submission for positive/restricted recommendations were 
used when this information was not available. The impact of this is 
considered minimal as re-submissions in Scotland usually take place to 
change previously negative HTA recommendations (Scottish Medicines 
Consortium, 2021). Seventh, Scotland has local formularies which are 
not publicly available, therefore, information on market availability for 
Scotland was extracted from the BNF, among other sources, assuming 
that medicines included in the BNF would have been marketed across 
the UK. Finally, due to lack of a comparative group of non-orphan 
medicine-indications pairs, it cannot be determined with certainty 
whether more favourable HTA recommendations in Scotland are seen 
due to the presence of specialised pathways only and not due to other 
system related factors or differences in the way medicines are assessed in 
these two settings. 

5. Conclusion 

Scotland, with specialised processes at MA and HTA levels for orphan 
medicines, showcased only slightly more favourable funding recom-
mendations than Canada, where these medicines are assessed as any 
other medicine. Low levels of agreement between the two agencies 
suggest discrepancies in their clinical- and cost-effectiveness assess-
ments and consideration of other societal value dimensions during HTA. 
In Canada, orphan medicines were more likely to be granted MA 
through specialised pathways than Scotland. In both settings, these 
medicines were less likely to receive an unfavourable funding recom-
mendation in comparison to orphan medicines with standard MA. 
However, from the findings of this study, it is unclear whether the 
presence of orphan designation and HTA specialised processes for 
orphan medicines alone could result in more favourable funding rec-
ommendations, and it is not possible to suggest a single remedy for 
achieving better access to orphan medicines. Holistic approaches at all 
levels of the access pathway are necessary, together with better col-
laborations across respective agencies and relevant stakeholders while 
use of innovative pricing and assessment mechanisms for orphan med-
icines are needed to make these medicines more affordable while miti-
gate high levels of uncertainty. 
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